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P R E F A C E 
The neoqudtitative •peviod in medhanics^ that is^ from Poi-noco'e to 
the pvesentj consists pvimavily in the amplification of the qualitative 
geometric methods of Poinaa:re. Poinoare 's method is based on the global 
geometric point of view. He visualized a dynamical system as a field of 
Vectors on phase space in which a solution is a curve tangent at each of 
its points to the vector based at that point. The qualitative theory is 
based on the geometric properties of the phase portrait — the family of 
solution -curves which fill up the entire phase space. It is necessary 
to study the whole phase portrait^ including the behaviour? of the solu-
tions for all values of time. Thus it was essential to consider the 
entire phase space at once as a geometric object. Doing soj the prevai-
ling mechanical model for mechanics was found to be inadequate^ as its 
underlying space was EuSlidean^ the phase space might be a more general 
(possibly curved) space. Thus the global view in the qualitative theory 
led to the notion of a differentiable manifold as the phase space in 
mechanics. Eence the most satisfactory way to come to terms with mathe-
matics of the classical mechanics would be to approach the subject through 
modem differential geometry. 
The present dissertation is devoted to the study of "Mechanics on 
manifolds". It comprises five chapters. The first chapter is introduc-
tory and contains those definitions and results which are relevent for 
the subsequent ones. Moreover^ this serves the purpose of making the 
dissertation as self contained as possible-and fixes up the terminology 
for the forthcoming chapters. 
Chapter II is devoted to the study of Eamiltonian mechanics. Eere 
our interest basically lies in the structure of Eamiltonaian equations 
on manifolds and their impact. We start with the classical structvcre of 
the Eamiltonian equations in R .and then move onto the Eamiltonian mecha-
nics on manifolds which present some applications of manifolds theory and 
tensor analysis to physios. 
chapter III desavibes a few of the basic ideas oonseming the motion 
of an ideal fluid such as conservation of mass^ balance of momentum and 
conservation of energy from the point of view of manifolds and differen-
tial forms. The idea is to utilize the techniques of differential forms 
and Lie derivatives on a manifold in the study of fluid mechanics. 
Chapter IV presents the notion of "group of diffeomorphisms" which 
provides a most appropriate setting for hydrodynamics. In 1958 J. Eells 
16] constructed a differentidble m anifold out of the continuous mapp-
ings between two manifolds. Smale and Abraham worked out the more general 
case of (j -mappings. In this connectiony a serious study of this interes-
ting suboeot was prompted when they started C^-diffeomorphisms between 
compact manifolds (with out boundary) as a transformation group. Here in 
this chapter we discuss H-case and various accounts of the manifold 
structure for the n -diffeomorphisms which is due to Ebin and Marsden [ 25 ] 
and the volume preserving diffeomorphisms for a compact manifold with 
smooth boundary. 
The last chapter deals with some applications of the diffeomorphism 
groups to hydrodynamics. We show here that the problem of finding the 
solution of Euler equations is equivalent to the finding of a geodesic on 
a diffeomorphism group, or in other words, examining if ^^ CM) (volume 
preserving diffeomorphism group) is geodesically complete. Lastly we con-
sider the case of viscous fluids and the problem of finding the solutions 
of Navier-Stokes equations. Our discussion culminates in the Leray's 
3+E. 
criterion which shows that for three dimensional viscous flow, the L 
bound for £ > o on the velocity is a sufficient condition to guarantee 
the existance of all time smooth solutions of Navier-Stokes equations. 
Each chapter has been divided into sections. Mathematical relations 
th haoe been numbered into three slots, as (m. n. k), meaning k relation 
th 
occuring in n section of the chapter m. 
In the end we haoe given a bibliography which by no means is 
exhaustive on the subject but, contains only those references which are 
referred in the text. 
CHAPTER I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In the present disertation we discuss some aspects of 
mechanics on manifolds. To make the d'^sertation selfcontained 
and to fix up the terminology we give in this chapter a brief 
account of vector bundles, Calculus on manifolds and integera-
tion on manifolds. Only those definitions and results have 
been collected here which are relevant for the subsequent 
chapters. 
1.1, VECTOR BUNDLES 
A vector bundle roughly speaking is a manifold with a 
vector space attached to each of its points, which we obtain 
by smoothly patching together local vector bundles. Before 
coming to the formal definition of vector bundles, we need the 
following, 
DEFINITION 1.1.1: Let E and F be vector spaces and U 
an open subset of E, We call U x F a Local Vector Bundle, 
and U the Base, which can be identified with U x {O^ the 
Zero Section, For u U, {uj x F is called the Fiber over u 
to which we give the vector space structure of F, The map 
•n; : U X F — > U defined by -jz (u,f) = u is called the Projec-
tion of U X F. 
DEFINITION 1.1.2: Let U^x F»,i"'t.e local vector bundles A 
map (() : '*,x F. — > U^x F is called a C -local vector bundle 
n^ ap if it ha^  the form 
(})(u;L,fjL) = (<l)i(uj^ ), (j)2(u^ ).f;^ ) 
where (t)-^: Uj^  — > U^ and ^2' ^2 — ^ L(FJL,F2) are C^, Where 
LCF.JF^) denotes the continuous linear mappings from F^^ to Fg* 
If this map is bijection then we call it Local vector bundle 
isomorphism. 
REMARK : It is clear from the above definition that local bundle 
mapping maps linearly fibre to a fibre. 
DEFINITION 1.1.3: Let S be a set, A local vector bundle 
chart of S is a pair (W,(t)) where f c r> and (|) : W c S —^>UxF 
is a bijection onto a local bundle U x F is a bijection onto 
a local bundle U x F (U and F depend on ({)). 
A vector bundle atlas on S is a family 
j^ = f(W.,(j).)] of local bundle charts such that 
^ ^ ^ -^  ie index set I 
(i) U W. = S 
(ii) For any two local bundle charts i^^t^i) and (W. ,(|).) in 
with W. W. ^ (|), (|).(Wj, n W.) is a local vector bundle and 
the over lap map 0^ =^ 0. o ^"^ restricted to (})iL(W^  n W.) 
two vector bundle atlases on S, we say they are Equivalent 
if jz^2 U ^ 2 ^^ ^ vector bundle atlas. A vector bundle struc-
ture on S is an equivalent class of vector bundle atlases. 
A vector bundle E is a pair (S, v) where S is a set and 
V is a vector bundle structure on S. 
We often identify E with underlying set S, 
DEFINITION 1.1.4: For a vector bundle E = (S, v), we define 
the zero section (or base) by 
B =( e £ E/3 (W,(l)) £ V s.t. e = (})~^ (u,o)] 
Hence B is a union of all the zero sections of the 
local vector bundles. A chart in V is called Admissible vector 
bundle chart of E. The map - : E — > B is called Projection 
and V b e B, it" (b) called the fibre over b. 
The following theorem summarizes the basic properties of 
a vector bundle, 
THEOREM 1.1.1: Let E = (S, v) be a vector bundle. The zero 
section B of E is a submanifold of E and the projection 
map v: : E — > B is of class C and is surjective. Moreover, 
for each b e B^ r~ (b), (called the fiber over b) has a 
Banachable vector space structure induced by any admissible 
vector bundle chart, with b the zero element. 
Because of these properties we some times write 'the 
vector bundle n : E — > B' instead of 'the vector bundle (i,V ) 
DEFINITION 1.1.5: If E and E' be two vector bundles, a 
map f : E — > E' is called a C"*^  vector bundle mapping 
(isomoTrphism) when V e 6 E and each admissible local vector 
bundle chart ( V, y^  ) of E' to which f(e) e V, 3 an admissible 
local vector bundle chart (W,({)) with f(w) c V s.t. 
(isomorphism). 
V^ o f o 0"" = fj^^jj is a C''^ ~local vector bundle mapping 
DEFINITION 1.1.6: If -i : E — > B be a vector bundle, a 
g"'^ -local section of n is a C'^ -^map "^ : U — > E, where U 
is open in B, s.t. V b U, ;T ( ^ (b)) = B. If U = B, ^  
is called a C"'^ -Global Section or C^-section of 
DEFINITION 1.1.7: If f : U ci E — > V ci F is of class C"^ "^^  
we define -^ he Tangent of f to be the map Tf : TU — > TV where 
TU = U X E and TV = V x F, defined as Tf(u,e)=(f(u),Df(u).e) 
where Df(u).e denotes Df(u), the derivative of f at u 
applied to e as a linear map. 
REMARKS: (i) From the above definition it is clear that Tf 
is a local vector bundle mapping of class C . 
(ii) T(fog) = Tf 0 Tg 
( i i i ) The diagram TU ^ TV 
Tu T^  V 
U I > V 
DEFINITION 1.1.8: Let M be a manifold and m € M. A Curve 
at m is a C ~map c : I — > M from an open interval I c: R 
into M, with o £ I and c(o) = m, we call c, and c^ 
Tangent at m w.-r.t, (() where m e U c: M and (U,(j)) is an 
admissible chart, iff ([) o c, and (|) o Cg are tangent at 'o' 
for c, and c^ the curves at m. 
It can easily be observed that the tangency of the curves 
at m 6 M is independent of the coordinate system (chart) 
around m. Therefore tangency at m e M is an equivalence 
relation among the curves at m, 
DEFINITION 1.1.9: We define Tangent space to M at m as 
the set of equivalence classes of curves at m, i.e. 
T (M) =[ [c]_,/c is a curve at m| 
for A c M let BA|^ = U Tj^(M), we call TM = TM|J^ the 
meA 
Tangent bundle of M. 
A mapping ~f,,: TM — > M defined by 
^([c] ) = m is the Tangent bundle prelection of M, 
If f : M — > N for M and N the manifolds we define 
Tf : TM — > TN by 
Tf([c] ) = [f o c]./ y We call Tf the Tangent of f. 
THEOREiyt 1,1,2: Let M be the manifold and t> an atlas of 
admissible charts. Then Ih = ( (TU,T(())/(U,(|)) e ;S } is a 
vector bundle atlas of TM called Natural atlas, 
I.2.CLACULUS ON MANIFOLDS 
DEFINITION 1.2.1: Let M be a C~-manifold and l^ y^-'TM — > M 
its t-^ ngent bundle. We call Tf (M) = Tf ( TM) the vector bundle 
S 5 
of Tensors of Qontravarient order 'r' and Covarient order *s* 
or simply of type (e)» Also T,(M) is called the Cotangent 
bundle of M and is denoted by \^ T*M — > M, 
DEFINITION 1.2.2: A tensor field of type (g) on a manifold M 
is a C"-section of Tf(M). We denote by ^f(M) the set of all 
C°° sections of Tf(M) together with its (infinite dimensional) 
real vector space structure. We denote by 3f(M), the set of 
C"'-mappings from M into R (together with its ring-structure, 
i.e. f+g, fg e jf(M) for f,g € J(M)). 
A Vector field on M is an element of X (M) =^^ ( M ) , 
a Covector field or Differential one form is an element of 
V ( M ) = JViC^)* Since a vector field is a section of the 
tangent bundle T(M) of M, thus it can be viewed as a map 
X : M — > T(M), such that 
X(m) = X„ e T„(M) for all m fe M, 
^ ' m m ' 
DEFINITION 1.2.3: If M be a c"-manifold and X €: } £ ( M ) , 
an Integral curve of X at m 6 M is a curve 'c' at m s.t. 
c'(t) = X (c(t)) V t € I where I is an open 
interval in R. 
REMARKS 
(1) Let E be a Banach space, 
in case M = U ci E a curve c(t) is an integral curve 
of X : U — > E when c(t) = X(c(t)) where c = || 
(2) If X is a vector field on a manifold and 
X(x) = T({).X(())~-'-(x)) ; X € U c M, called Local represen-
tative of X, 
where (j) : U c M — > V c E is a chart for M. If E = R" 
we identify the principal part of the vector field X with 
an n-component vector function (X (x),...,X (x)). 
A curve c on M is an integral curve of X when 
| e ^ ^ ^ = X ((t)oc(t)). 
THEOREM 1.2.1: Let X : U c E — > E is of class C~. For 
each X e. U a curve c : I — > U at x^ s.t, 
o o 
c'(t) = X(c(t)) for all t 6 I. Any two such curves are equal 
on the intersection of their domains. More over there is a 
neighbourhood U„ of x^ € U, a real number a > o and a 
^ o o ' 
C -map F : U X I — > E where I = (-a,a) ci R. s,t, the 
curve C„(t) = F(u,t) is a curve at u e E satisfying the 
differential Equation 
C;(t) = X(C^(.t)) V t e I 
DEFINITION 1.2.4: (i) Let ([) : M — > N be a C^-mapping of 
-p "p 
manifolds and f ^  3- (N) (the space of C -maps f : M — > F, 
where F is a Banach space). We define Pull-Back of f by 
(j) by 
(|)*f = f o (|) 6 :/(M) 
( i i ) I f (|) i s a diffeomorphism and X e ^^^(M) ( C ^ - v e c t o r 
f i e l d s on M), the Push-Forward of X by ^ i s d e f i n e d by 
(t)^ ,X = !(() o X o ({)"*•'•€ X ^ ( N ) 
REMARK; (i) If M and N are finite demensional x are 
local coordinates on M and x^ local coordinates on N, 
then ((|)*X)J(y) = ^t (x) X^(x) ^v^^re x = 4>cx) 
dx^ 
(ii) ^^ = (r^)* or ^* = (r^)« 
Now let us define a differential operator L induced 
by the vector field X on tensor algebra. 
DEFINITION 1.2.5: Let f & ^ (M) , Tf : TM — > TR = R x R 
and T f = Tf|^ ,^) € L(TJJ^(M) , ( f (m) j x R) , 
ra 
We define Differential of f df : M—> T*(M) by df(m) =s ^2^^^* 
where P^ denotes the projection onto the second factor. For 
X £ 3£ (M) we define L f : M — > R by 
L,f(m) = df(m).(X(m)) we call L,-f, the Lie derivative 
of f w.r.t. X. 
Let (j) : M — > N be a diffeomorphism and f € 13" (M) then 
we have the following 
(2) L,(fg) = (L,,f)g + f(L ,g) 
(3) L .C = 0 , if C is a constant 
(4) L^x = ^^y 
(5) L . = 0 iff X = 0 
DEFINITION 1.2.6: Let M be a c"'-manifold and X , Y G X ( M ) . 
Then [X,Y] is the unique vector field such that Lrj^  Y']'=[Ly,LY 
This vector field is ^Iso denoted by LyY and is called the 
Lie-derivative of Y w*r«t. X or the Lie bracket of X and Y. 
Now at the end of this section we define the flows 
(dynamical systems), which form the main theme of the disser-
tation. 
Let there be a physical system which is capable of assuming 
various 'states* described by the points in set S, As time 
passes the state changes. If the state is >^ e S at time t® 
and thiG cnann^s to s arter tim^ t, we set V . ., (s ) = s and 
* o 
call P. . the evolution onorator, it maos a state at time t^ t,t^ o 
to v;hat the state would be after tiTiO t-t h-^r> elapsed. And hence 
"^^ T^ t^  ^ t,t^ " ^T,t^ ' ^t,t == ^ entity 
Setting F, = F, - the oreceding law oives the group property, 
F.o F-p = F._^ ^ , F is identity 
'.'/e call such F. a Flow and F, , a Time dependent flow, or an 
evolution operator. If the svstem is non-reversible, defined only 
For t >_ t , we speak of a Semi-flow. In physics it is usually 
not F, . that is given but rather the laws of motion. In other 
words, some differential equations are given, that we must solve 
in order to find the flow. These equations of motion have the 
following form 
f|=X(s) . s(o) =s„ 
where X is possibly time dependent vector field on S, 
THEOREM 1.2.4: Let M be a C"'-Banach manifold, and X,Y e X (M) 
and let X have flow F.. Then 
1.3. EXTERIOR ALGEBRA: 
Let E be a finite dimensional real vector space, 
Let jf(E) = R, rL'(E) = E and in general 
k-multilinear maps or Exterior k-forms on E, 
DEFINITION 1.3.1: The Alternation mapping A : T°(E) — > TJ(E) 
is defined as 
At(e,,...,e,) =H-,J^ sign ( C ) t(e^ (, j,.. .,e^ (j^ )) 
rf(l)<...<rf(k) 
where S denotes the permutation group on k-symbols and the 
sum is taken over all k! elements of S. . 
DEFINITION 1.3.2: For a e T°(E), p£ [^'(k) we define 
ct A P = l^W^ A(a ® p) 
where a (g) p means tensor product of a and p. 
REMARK: 
«i> aAp(e^,..,ej^,ej^^^,..,ej^^^) =E sign(d) (e^(i)»• • »ec^(k)) 
°^^^k+e 
P^ c^j-(k+l)'"'^ d'(k+l)) 
where cj-Cl) <...<tf(k) and c^ (k+l) <.. .< cT(k+e.) 
The following lemma characterizes the properties of 'A'. 
LEhMA: For a e T°(E), p e T?(E) and Y ^ T°(E) 
( i ) a A p = AaAP = aAAp 
( i i ) A i s b i l i n e a r 
(iii) a A P = (-1)^^ P A a 
(iv) a A (p A Y) = (a A p) A Y 
DEFINITION 1.3.3: The direct sum of spaces rL^{E) k=o,l,... 
together with a real vector space structure and multiplication 
induced by A is called Exterior algebra of E, 
DEFINITION 1.3,4: The non-zero elements of the one-dimensional 
space JT (E) are called volume elements. If w, and 0)2 
are volume elements, we say w, and tOp are equivalent iff 
there is a c > o s.t. to, = cw^. An equivalence class of 
volume elements on E is called an Orientation on E. 
DEFINITION 1.3.5: Let M be a manifold. Then there is a unique 
family of mappings 
d^('i : ri(u) — > it-^ C U ) ; k = o,l,...,n 
and U is open in M. 
which we merely denote by 'd' called the exterior derivative 
on M. s.t. 
For a e il.^ (U) and M -Oi' (U) 
(i) d(a A p) = d a A p + (-l)'^ a A dp 
(ii) If fe !^(u) ; df = df 
means that exterior derivative of f equals the ordinary 
derivative of f. 
(iii) d o d = 0 
DEFINITION 1.3.6: Let M be a manifold and X e X. W and 
w € .TL'^'^-^CM) we define 
i,u) £ 3°(M) by 
We call i.w the Interior product of X and w. 
Now one can easily observe the following properties of 
the interior product. 
(i) l.G rL^(M) — > n . •^"•'•(M) ; k = l,...,n 
(ii) l,(a A p) = (iya)A p + (-D'^ a A(a^p); for a ^  ifi^CM) 
and p€rn^(M) 
(iii) ig,,a = fi^a ; f e nPiU) 
(iv) i^df = L^f 
(v) L a = i da + di a 
X X X 
(vi) L^^a = fL,.a + df A i,.a 
(vii) ir-j^  YI*^ - L .i,;a - iyLj^ *^  
DEFINITION 1.3.7: We call w e rt^iNi) closed if dw = o 
k—1 
and exact if a e n. (M) s.t. w = da, 
1«4 INTEGRATION ON MANIFOLDS 
Our aim in this section is to define integration on 
manifolds, vie begin with orientation of rnanifolds which is 
necessary in order to define integration, 
DEFINITION 1.4,1: We call an n-dimensional manifold to be 
Orientahle if 3 ^ volume form i.e. a non-vanishing n-form 
SL ^ S\. (M) on M, An Orientation of M, is an equivalence 
class [ XL ] of volume form.s on M. (Two Volume forms Sl. , 
and n p are equivalent If 3 f €• 3-(M) s.t. f(m) > o 
V m e M s . t . Sl ^ z= f SL ^), An Oriented manifold (M, [ -H. ]) 
is an orientable manifold with an orientation [ -O. ] on M, 
DEFINITION 1.4.2: Let M be an orientable manifold with 
orientation [-H. ]. A chart (U,({)) with (|)(U) = U' c R" is 
called positively oriented if and only if ({)^( -O. j ) is 
equivalent to the standard volume form dxV..Ad/(*^  ^ il.'^ (^ ')» 
As we know that a Riemannian metric g on a m.anifold is a 
covariant tensor of order 2 , We identify g with a linear 
isomorphism g : T (M) — > fCw) called the Index lowering 
opera 
•** k — 1 
tion. And we denote g^ = (g"") and call it Inde: 
raising operator. 
DEFINITION 1.4.3: Let M be a m^ anifold with a Riemannian 
metric g. For f t 3- (M) , grad f = g (d^) is called the 
Gradient of f. Thus grad f €: X (^•)» ^" local coordinates 
A \ \ .^H ^ij if g. . = g(—,—•) and g -' is its inverse matrix, then 
, , ^xi ij df (grad f) = g •J —5-
DEFINITION 1,4.4: For two manifolds, M and N with volume 
forms H w and iTLv, respectively. We call f : M — > N 
Volume preserving if f -^ M = ^u 
and Orientation preserving if f ("^{^^^ '^^-^jj/j] 
and Orientation reversing if f (11 )=[-tn. ] 
DEFINITION 1.4.5: If M is an orientable manifold with Volune 
form Xl and X is a Vector field on M. Then a unique function 
div^ X € 3-(M), such that 
Lyil = (div_Q_ X) is called the Divergence of X, 
We call X Incompressible if div _Q_ X = 0, 
PROPOSITION 1,4,1: If M is an orientable manifold with volume 
form _o. and X a vector field on M, Then 
(i) If f fe 3 (M) and f(m) 4^0 V m 6 M then 
diVr.f^  X = div XL X + Y 
(ii) for g £ 3-(N)) div^ gX = g div_n. X + Lj^ g 
Let M be a n-dimensional {;^ ra en;,-,-ct c"^*^  oriented mani-
fold and let ^ be an n-form on M with compact aipport and 
U c M be an open set where the oriented coordinate system is 
(x ,...,x ). We define 
•^ ^ "^ ^ 1 n 1 / '^' = /»•••»/ f(u ,...,u ) du ,,..,du 
Whenever "^ = fdx A .....AdK^ defined on a cubic n»b.d. 
QL = fp 6 U/i i/ Ni ^£ 1 in which the support of 9 is contained, 
If support of 9 is not fully contained only an the cubic 
neighbourhood then we define 
where ff„] is a partition of unity subordinate to the locally 
finite refinement '^ . which is subcovering of the covering 
obtained by the fcubic neighbourhood^, and /f~© is defined as 
is previous case. 
THEOREM 1,4,1: If f be an orientation preserving diffeomor-
phism from M to N, where M and N are two oriented mani-
folds, then 
/w = /f*a) ; 0) e rL"(N) 
REMARK: If M be an orientable, n-manifold with orientation 
[ n ], suppose (0 e. -O- (M) has a compact support contained in 
U, where (U,(|)) is a +-ively oriented chart, then 
i' w = /({) (i»)|u) 
DEFINITION 1.4,8: A n- dimensional manifold with boundary 
is a set M together with an Atlas of Charts with boundary 
on M. Where charts with boundary are pairs (U^ ,(|)^ ) , for 
U^c M and (t)^ (U^ ) C R^ = [(x''-,... ,x") 6 R" s.t. x'^  >. o] 
and an atlas on M is a family of charts with boundary satis-
fying the following: 
(i) M = U U. 
i€l ^ 
(ii) Any two charts ar<?compatiable in the sense that the 
oo 
over lap maps between members of atlas car?. C -diffeomorphisms. 
We define 
Int(M) = U ({) (int((f)(u)) called Interior of M 
ueM 
and 
d(M) = U <|)''"^(d((t)(u)) is called Boundary of M« 
ueM 
If M is a manifold with boundary then its interior Int(M) 
and its boundary dM are smooth manifolds with out boundary 
of dimension n and n-1 respectively. 
Now we define orientation of boundary in the following 
way, 
DEFINITION 1,4.8: We say that a basis l^i*••-'V^.l! °^ 
T^(dM) is positively oriented if [ ~ , ^i»»»»»V^«l] ^^ 
O A 
positively oriented in the orientation on dM. 
We now are in position to state the famous stokes theorem* 
STOKES THEOREM 1.4,2: Let M be an oriented para compact 
n-dimensional manifold (differentiable) and a £ XI " (M) 
have compact support. Let i : dM — > M be the inclusion 
map, so that i a €: SL (dM), then 
/ i*a = / da 
dM M 
or for short 
/ a = / da 
dM M 
The following is an important consequence of stofces theorem 
GAUSS' THEOREM (1.4.3): Let M be an n-manifold with boundary 
and X a vector field on M with compact support. Let n 
be a volume form on M, Then 
/ ( d i v X)iJi =x / iyjx 
M dM '^  
CHAPTER II 
HAMILTONIAN MECHANICS 
Newton's law give differential equations for the trajec-
3 
tory of a mass point moving in R • When there are several 
3 
such points say k, each moving in R , they can be regarded 
as a single point in 3k-space this is called the Configuration 
space. To get a cleaner picture, we double the number of 
variables by attaching the velocity component with each particle 
and call the new space as Phase space. A Dynamical system is 
a field of vectors on phase space in which a solution is a 
smooth curve tangent at each of its points to the vector based 
at that point. 
This chapter is basically devoted to the study of Hamil-
tonian mechanics. We begin with the classical structure of the 
3 
Hamiltonian equations in R , and then discuss them in a more 
general set up i.e. Hamilton-ian mechanics on a C -manifold. 
In mechanical system this manifold has a special structure 
because of the occurance of phase variables in canonically 
conjugate pairs called symplictic structure. The new mathema-
tical model for mechanical system consists of symplictic mani-
fold together with a Hamiltonian vector field. 
2.1. HAMILTONIAN MECHANICS IN R^ 
To introduce the symplictic geometry in mechanics. We 
3 
briefly consider Hamiltonian equations in R , We start with 
Newton's second law which states that a particle of mass m > o 
in motion with a potential V(q) where q = (q ,q t^) ^ ^ 
3 
moves along a curve q(t) in R in such a way that 
(2.1.1) m q = - grad V(q) 
If energy is denoted by H(q,p) where p is momentum 
(2.1.2) H(q,p) = ^ IIPII^H- V(q) 
Moreover Newton's second law becomes equivalent to the following 
equations 
i dH__ 
i^ ^ - ap, 
(2.1.3) 
A - ^H 
These equations are called Hamiltonian equations.To study this 
system of first order deferential equations for a general 
H(q,p), let us consider the matrix 
where I denotes the ( 3 x 3 ) identity matrix. Using above 
matrix, equations (2,1.3) takes the following form 
(2.1.4) ^ = J grad Wi,"^) 
when 5 = (q,p) 
Now we change the coordinates by w = f ( ^  ) w' -^-^'-^  f:R — > R 
is a smooth map. If "^  (t) satisfies Hamiltonian equations 
the equations satisfied by a)(t) are 
u) = A E = A J grad -. H( •£ ) 
^ / 
(2.1.5) AJA* gradj^ H(5.(w)) = w 
where A. = -~r is the iacobian matrix of f, A is transpose 
of A and ^ (to) denotes the inverse function of f, 
The equations for to will be Hamiltonian with energy 
(2.1.6) K(to) = H(5,(to)) 
if and only if 
(2.1.7) AJA* = J 
A transformation which satisfies (2.1.7) is called canonical 
or symplictic transformation. 
Now, if we put X„ = J grad H, then "E('t) satisfies 
Hamiltonian equations if and only if ^(t) is an Integral 
o f Xjj i.e. 
(2.1.8) 5(t) = Xp^  (^.(t)) 
The relation between X^ and H can be written as 
follows. Let us take a bilinear skew symmetric form oo on 
R^x R^ defined as 
(2.1.9) ^'(^l'^2^ ^ Vj^ .J.V2 
where v, = (Xj^ ,y,) and v^ = (XpiYo) are the elements of 
R X R . Then we have for every ^ € R x R and v e R x R 
(2.1.10) w(Xj^(^),v) = dH(^).v y where 
(2.1.11) dH(^) = dH(q,p) = ( ^ , ^ ) 
3 3 is a row vector in R x R , We call w the symplictic form 
3 3 
on R X R and Xj, the Hamiltonian vector field with energy H, 
2.2. HAMILTONIAN ON THE MANIFOLD 
The prevailing mathematical model is not sufficient 
because its underlying space is R (Euclidean space) whereas 
the phase space may be more general, i.e. a curved space. 
Therefore to study the properties of the phase space, we take 
this object as differentiable manifold, V^/e starts this section 
with a definition, 
DEFINITION 2.2,1: Let P be a manifold modelled on a Banach 
space E, known as a Banach manifold. By a Symplictic form, 
we mean a two form which is closed and nondegenerate. 
To introduce the Hamiltonian vector field on manifolds 
the following theorem which is due to Darbox and ils corollary 
are very useful. 
PARBOX rmom^A ?.2.1 : ': ''•' be a symplictic form on a 
From above theorem we have 
COROLLARY 2.3,1; If M is finite dimensional and w is a 
symplictic form then 
1, M is even dimensional 
2, Locally about each p e M B coordinates 
\,x y v . ^ y X f Y y c c v ^ y ) s » t « 
n . . 
(2.2.1) 0) = Z dx^ A dy^ 
i=l 
Such coordinates are called cannonical or symplictic. 
DEFINITION 2.2.2: Let (M,a)) be a symplictic manifold, 
A vector field X : M — > T(M) is called Hamiltonian if there 
is a C function H : M — > R s.t. 
(2.2.2) iyiM = dH 
where iy denotes the interior derivative w.r.t. X. We call 
X Locally Hamiltonian if i^ w is closed. 
We write X = X„ because usually in examples for given H we 
construct X with the help of H, 
Now as the condition iyW = dH is equivalent to 
(2.2.3) w^(X^(x),v) = dH(x).v 
for X e M and v <s^ TJ^CM) 
Let us express this condition in symplictic coordinates 
(q ,,.,,q , Pj^ ,...,p ) on a 2n-dimensional symplictic manifold 
M. i.e. 
(2.2.4) CO = d :! A dp. 
q-
If X = A^ - ^ + 
dq^ 
(2.2.5) 
(2.2.6) 
ix dq^ = 
% ^ P i = 
then 
A^ 
B^ 
Hence i^ w = i„ (dq"^  A dp.) 
^H ^H ^ 
= dx (clq^ )) dp^ - (ix (dp^)) dq^ 
H H 
Therefore, 
.i j„ r>i j_i (2.2.7) A^ dp. - B^ dq^ = iy w 
1 Ap^  
This equals to dH, and 
(2.2.8) dH = ^ dq^ + |g- dp. 
Therefore, 
(2.2.9) A^ = 1 ^ and B^ = - ^ 
(2.2.10) X = S (|f. - ^ - ^ ^ ) 
" i=l P^i dq^ dq^ ^Pi 
0 1 
If J = ( ) where I is n x n identity matrix, we can 
-I 0 
write 
(2.2.11) X^ = (^ , - ^ ) = J. grad H 
Thus (q"^ (t), p.(t)) is an integral curve of X„, if and 
only if 
(2.2.12) q^  = 1 ^ and P^  = - ^ 
^Pi ^ dq 
which are Hamiltonian equations. We now give some proper-
ties of Hamiltonian systems. 
THEOREM 2.2.2: Let Xj, be a Hamiltonian vector field on the 
symplictic manifold (M,a)) and F^  be the flow- of X^ j, 
then 
1, F. is symplictic 
F.w = w 
2, Energy is conserved 
H o F^  = H 
REMARK: A direct corollary of (l) in finite dimension is 
Liouville's Theorem which states that: 
The density of systems in neighbourhood of 
some given system in phase space remains 
constant in time ." 
i.e. F. preserves the phase volume. We will now write down 
a proposition which is basic. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.1: Let (M,a),X„) be a Hamiltonian system and 
let C(t) be an integral curve for X^ .^ Then H(C(t)) is 
constant in t. 
* 
Now we will generalize the idea of motion (with some 
potential V(x)) of a lagrangian system which is also a special 
type of Hamiltonian system. 
We start with a manifold M and a given function 
L : T(M) — > R, called Lagrangian. Let us take 
(2.2.13) L(v^) = \ <Vx»V - V^X) 
Now with the help of Lagrangian we define a mapping which is 
called Fibre-derivative. 
FL : T(M) — > T*(M) ; defined as follows 
(2.2.14) FL(v).,v= ^ L(v+tw)|^^Q for v,w 6 TJ^(M) 
That is FL(v).vi is the derivative of L along the fibre in 
the direction of ''^. For 
(2.2.15) L(v^) = I <Vx.v^>x- V(x) 
we get 
(2.2.16) FL(v^).a3^ = <^x»Vx 
As T (M) is a symplictic manifold and have a canonical sym-
plictic form w. Using FL we get a two form tOr on T(M) 
* (2.2.17) (FL) Oi = hi^ 
If M is modelled on a linear space E and locally T(M) 
will be same as U x E for U open in E then u)T(u,e) 
is the skew symmetric bilinear foirm on E x E. 
and 0)^(0,6).((e^^je^), (62*64)) 
= D^{D^L{u,e),e^) ,e^ - D^(D2L(u,e) .e^) .e^ ^ 
+ D^{D^L{u,e)»e^),e^ - D2(D2L(u,e).e^) eg 
Where D, and D^ denotes the partial derivatives of L. In 
finite dimensions the above equation can be written as 
2 . . 2 . . 
(2.2.19) w. = -TT-K dq""/^  c"^-^  + -rr-TT clq^  A dq^ 
where (q"'',q"'') a:^': the standard local coordinates on "^ (hh) 
The action of L is defined by A : T(M) — > R, such that 
(2.2.20) A(u) = FL(v).v 
and the energy of L is E = A~L, In local 
coordinates 
(2.2.21) E(u,e) = D2L(u,e).e - L(u,e) 
and in finite dimension 
(2.2.22) E(q,*q) = ^  qJ - L(q,q) 
dq 
We say that a vector field Z on TM is a lagrangian vector 
field or a lagrangian system for L if the following conditions 
are satisfied. 
(2.2.23) a)L(v)(Z(v),w) = dE(v).w 
For every v 6 "^ n^ '^'^  ^"^ ^ ^ "^ JtrM) 
Where dE denotes the differential of E , If w is .• a > 
symplictic form there would exist at most one such Z which 
will be same as the Hamiltonian vector field for Hamiltonian 
E. The dynamics is obtained by finding the integral curves of 
Z i.e. 
The curves t — > v(t) T(M) such that 
(2.2.24)' (^)(^) = Zv(t) 
In the next chapter we shall present few basic ideas con-
cerning the motion of an ideal fluid from the point of view of 
of manifolds and differential forms. 
CHAPTER III 
FLUID MECHANICS 
In present chapter our aim is to study the elements of 
fluid dynamics, using the techniques of Differential geometry, 
Infact it has been observed that the use of differential forms 
and Lie-derivatives play a significant role in giving the sound 
footing to fluid Dynamics. 
3.1, PRELIMINARIES; 
Let M be a compact oriented finite dimensional Rieman-
nian manifold (possibly with boundary) and let |i ^ Jl.'^ (M) be 
the Riemannian volume form whose corresponding volume element 
is dp,. Infact M usually is a bounded region with smooth 
boundary in two or three dimensional Piiclidean space, oriented 
by the standard basis and with the standard Eucleadian form 
and inner product. 
Consider M as a bounded region filled with fluid and 
let fluid be in motion. Our object is to discrlbe its motion. 
Let p e M and suppose a fluid particle moves through 
p at time t = o. This particle traverses a well defined 
trajectory. We denote by (t),(p) = (})(p,t) the trajectory of 
fluid particle which was at position p at time t = o. Let 
u(p,t) be the velocity of the particle of fluid moving through 
p at time t. Hence for each fixed t, u is a vector field 
on M. We call it a velocity field of the fluid and it is 
given by 
d({).(p) 
(3.1.1) dt = " (<|5t(p)» t) 
i.e. u is a time dependent vector field with evolution operatoi 
(j)^ . For each time t, we assume that fluid has a well defined 
density 
(3.1.2) p^(p) = e (p , t ) 
And if W is a subregion of M, we assume that 
(3.1.3) m(W,t) = / e+ clii 
is the mass of fluid in W at time t. 
The following three principles ara basic in deriving the 
equations of motion of a fluid 
(i) Conservation of mass i.e. Mass is neither created 
nor destroyed. 
(ii) The rate of change of momentum is equal to the force 
applied, 
(iii) Conservation of energy i.e. Energy is neither created 
nor destroyed. 
3.2. CONSERVATION OF MASS; 
The principle of conservation of mass says that the 
total mass of fluid, which at time t = o occupied a nice 
region W remain same after time t, i.e. 
(3 .2 .1) , / . e^dti = / p d^ i 
^Jo^^'^- i'^ 
(By nice region W, we mean an open subset of M with smooth 
boundary). Using the change of variables formula (TK, 1.4»l) 
equation (3,2.1) becomes 
(3.2.2) / C(Pt^^) = / Po^ ^ 
For every W (nice) in M. .This implies that 
(3 .2 .3) ())^ ( e^ii) = e^ti 
(3.2.4) or (t)t^ et) J(<t)t) = ?o 
where J((|)+) is the Jacobian of (j)^ . Now using Lie derivative 
formula ( Th.1,^2) Equation (3.2.2) becomes equivalent to 
= 0* [(u( e^ ) * ft <J" " -^  H-) •'] 
(3.2.5) ==> II + div (f^u) = 0 dt 
which is called the law of conservation of mass. Equation 
(3,2,5) is also known as the equation of continuity, 
3,3, BALANCE OF MOMENTUM: 
By Newton's second law which asserts that the rate of 
change of momentum of a portion of fluid equals the total foi 
applied to it. To apply this on manifold, for convenience, 
3 
let us first take M c R , The momentum of a portion of flun 
which was occupied in a region W at t = o, at time t is 
given by 
(|)^,(W) 
As forces acting on a piece of material dtrs of two types 
(i) Forces of stress 
(ii) External forces or body forces 
We assume that the body forces are given by a given force 
density b. The total body forces acting on W are 
form 
r(. V b d|i. The forces of stress are assumed to be of ti 
f (r(x,t) ,n,da 
where da is the induced volume element on the boundary, n 
be the out ward normal and a(x,t) is the time dependent 
contravarient two-tensor called Gauchy stress tensor. 
If the components of or on cr -^  and n has components 
n then a.n is a vector with components 
(3.3.1) (a.n) = g.. a ^ n 
where g.. are components of metric g (in our case QAIT- ^•^]^^ 
The vector cr.n is called Cauchy traction tensor. It measures 
the force of contact (per unit area orthogonal to n) between 
tvro parts of continuam. Thus balance of momentum is given by 
(3.3.2) ^ J,^ u dn =^ / f b d|a + J a.n da 
*^ (l)t(w) (t)Jw) d^\W 
3 
for any nice region W in M R , If a is the vector with 
components (div (a ''"), div (« ), div(a """)) then by Gauss 
theorem 
(3.3.3) / a,n da = / div(o) dp, 
By change of v a r i a b l e s formula and l i e d e r i v a t i v e formula we 
g e t 
d r ^ . . i -,.. r d A * / ^ i f^  / Pu^  d^  = / f ^ r ( f u % ) 
+ ^u d iv xn dfi 
Hence the equation (3.3,2) i.e. of balance of momentum becomes 
equivalent to 
(3.3.5) II u^ + ^ ^ + (df.u)u^ + ?L^u^ + ?L^u^ 
+ ^u^div u = ^b^ + (div a)^ 
But as d^.u + ^ div u = div (<^u), using (3,2.5) and the equation 
. L^ui = (^) uJ 
= (u.v) u^ 
We get 
(3.3.6) -p^ + u,^u = b + - div a 
which is called equation of motion. The quantity AT ^  ^» ^ 7^ 
is usually called material derivative and is denoted by WT» 
An ideal finid is a fluid (by definition) whose Cauchy 
stress tensor a is expressed in terras of function p(x,t) 
called pressure. If S is any fluid surface in M with 
outward normal n then force of stress per unit area accross 
S at X at time t is ~p(x,t),n. Thus 
(3.3.7) <y^j" = -pg^J 
and equations of balance of momentum for an ideal fluid is 
then given by 
(3.3.8) ~ + u,yu = b - I grad p 
which are also called Euler equations for an ideal fluid. 
3 Rewriting Euler's equations in R with indices down the 
i "t^  equation for i = 1,2,3 is 
/•o o o\ OU . 1 . 1 , 1 . 1 dp 
(3.3.9) At" + "i^+"2"~^'^"3"~3 = ^ i " ^ i 
For a f ixed i we have 
du^ du du. du . 
u . ——r = u • <• + u . —*• — u • —*• 
J dxJ J 6xJ J 6x^ J dx^ 
(3.3.10) 
= ( V ' ) i - ( | d | u l 2 ) , ^ 
Hence using (3.3.10) Euler equations can be written in an 
invariant form 
(3.3.11) 1 ^ + L ^ - ^  d(u^u)) = - i dp + h 
Using Riemannian connections, this form of equation of balance 
of momentum becomes equivalent to the following 
(3.3.12) IT + V " ~ ^  gradl>+ b 
as L ^ = (VyU)'' + ^ d(u''(u)). 
The boundary conditions which should be imposed from the 
Jjoint of view of physical significance of Ideal fluid, such 
as no friction should exist between the boundary dM and fluid. 
This means that u is parallel to dM on dM 
Now this gives Equation of motion of an ideal fluid on 
a compact Riemannian manifold M in the following way. 
(3.3.13) ' 1 ^ + L ^ - I d(u^(u)) = - i dp + b*^  
^ + div (?u) = o 
together with the boundary conditions, u is parallel to 5'A 
i.e. u.n = 0 on dM and initial conditions. u(x,o) = u^Cx) 
given on M. 
In many practical cases we have b = o and therefore 
above equation takes the simpler form. 
3.4. CONSERVATION OF ENERGY: 
A basic problem of ideal fluid dynamics is to^ solve 
initial value problems (3.3,13), where u, and p are 
unknowns, that is n+2 scalars are unknowns and we have how-
ever only n+1 equations. Thus to specify the fluid motion 
one more equation is needed. The law of conservation of 
energy supply , the necessary extra equation in fluid mechanics, 
For a fluid moving with a velocity field u in M. The 
Kinetic energy of the fluid is 
(3.4.1) E^ = i/^lul^ du 
M 
We assume that total energy of the fluid can be written as 
(3.4.2) E = Ej^  + E^ 
where E. is the energy that relates to the energy that is 
due to sources such as intermolecular potential and molecular 
vibrations i.e. internal energy. If energy is pumped into 
the fluid or if we allow fluid to do work then total energy 
E will changed. Therefore we discuss the two cases seperately 
namely when 
(A) E = constant 
(B) E is not constant 
(A). Suppose that E, = constant. Then we take E. as 
constant of motion, i.e. 
(3.4.3) f^ ( |/e|u|2 d^) = 0 
1^  
The following theorem is important in discussing the motion 
of fluid. 
TRAMS PORT THE OREM .. 3.4 > 1 ('.vith n^ asr density) : Let f be 
a time- dependent s'-nooth function on' M,. Then if W . is 
OT.y nice op^ ": set in. M. Then 
where 
(^ •^ •s> i = ff - '•uf 
Using the transport theorem, Euler equations, and 
(3.4.6) L^(|u|2) = L^(u''(u)) = (L^uM(u) = d(u^(u)).u 
we qet 
0 = f t ( | / ^ 1^1^^^) = k / ^ ( % t ^ + L j u | 2 ) d^ x 
M M 
/ ^ | u _ u dtx + | / P ( L u^').u d^ i 
= } J^d t - - ^ ^^ • ^ { ? ( L ^ u ' ) . u d p - ^ / ^ d ( i / ( u ) ) . u d ^ 
= - / dp.u.dti = / f ( d i v u)p|a-L (pn)} = / f ( d i v u )p^-d( i p[a)| 
Therefore 
(3 .4 .7 ) / ( d i v u) ptx = 0 
The l a s t equa l i ty i s obtained by using stokes theorem 
and boundary condi t ion: 
(3 .4 .8 ) 0 = (u .n) da = i^n 
If v/e suppose that this holds for the same fluid in 
all concievable motions, then 
dlv u = 0 or p = 0 
The case when div u = o implies that fluid is incompri-
sable and in this case the Euler equations are 
5 u V T .> 1 i^.,|2 _ 1 
FT" + V - 5 ^ 1^ 1 ' = - -^  dp 
(3.4.9) II + d?.u = 0 
div u = 0 
With the boundary condition i u = o on dM and initial 
condition u(x,o) = u (x). The case v^ hen p = o is of lesser 
importance. We suppose that internal energy over a region W 
to be of the form 
(3.4.10) E. = /? w d|i 
When w is internal energy density per unit mass. 
We assume that energy is balanced in the sense that the 
rate of change of energy in a region is equal to the work done 
on it, i.e. 
(3.4.11) 1- ( / I |u|2 cm + / f wdn) = / pu.nda 
This reduces to 
(3.4.12) 0 =^ / _ ( p d i v u + f§f) d\i ([)^(W) 
Now we assume that w depends on the fluid motion through 
density, that is_, the internal energy depends only on how much 
the fluid is compressed, we call such fluids Ideal isentropic. 
Now the equation (3.4,13) becomes equivalent to 
0 = p div u + ^ ( | ^ + dw.u) 
By using the equation of continuity, we get 
(3.4.14) p div u 4- (?|| (- ^ div u) = 0 
and hence, v^ e get, 
(3.4.15) p = ^ w'(^ ) 
If p is a function of , then 
(3.4.16) u) = -/p dy 
where y = - . 
And also if o) and p both are function of ^ only then 
(3.4.17) ^ = d ((0 + £). 
Thus ^uler's equations for compressible ideal isentropic 
flow are 
(3.4.18) 
fi-f i j - ^ d(u^u)) + ^ = 0 
|:^  + div (^ u) = 0 
u.n = o on d\x 
and 
u(x,o) = UQ(X) on M 
The equation 
p = ^ a)'(^) is called a Equation of State, which depends 
on the particular fluid. These equations lead to a well posed 
initial value problem (i.e. there is an existence and uniqueness 
theorem)only if p'( ^ ) > o. 
We recall that given a fluid flow with velocity field 
ij(x,t) at a fixed time t is an integral curve of u, called 
Stream line« that is, if x(s) is a stream line (with parameter 
s) at an instant t then x(s) satisfies the following 
(3.4.19) §1 = u(x(s),t) 
for fixed t. We also know that a Trajectory is a curve traced 
by a particle as the time progresses, which is olution of the 
following differential equation, 
(3.4.20) ^ = u(x(t),t) 
with some given initial conditions. 
If u is independent of t i.e. u is constant with respect 
to time, then stream line and trajectories coincide. In this 
case flow is called stationary. During stationary flow the 
shape of flow does not change. Even if each particle is moving 
under the flow, the global configuration of the fluid does not 
change. 
We have the following theorem for the homogeneous incom-
pressible fluid. 
THEOREM 3.4,2: Let u^ be the solution to the Euler equations 
for homogeneous incompressible flow on a compact manifold M 
and ^. its flow, then following are equivalent. 
(i) u. is a stationary flow (i,e, AT = o) 
(ii) (^. is a one parameter group; ^ l^ +^g = $+0 (j)g 
(iii) L u^ is an exact 1-form 
u o 
(iv) i du is an exact 1-form 
o 
* 
Now we have a general form of classical Bernoulli's theorem 
BERNOULLI'S THEOREM .3,4,3 : For stationary compressible ideal 
isentropxc =~lrv:''•'•; ^'^  p ' n function "' P , 
(3.4.21) I |u|2 + / ^ = 1 |u|2-H 0, + 1 
is constant along stream line. Where / -7^ = w + § denotes 
a potential for one form -^, The same holds for stationary 
homogeneous ( ^  = constant in space = ?<, ) Incompressible flow 
-^ replaced by • ^ , 
^ ^' b 
p o t e n t i a l U are present i . e . b = dU, Then the conserved 
with /  ^ , If body forces der iv ing from a 
quant i ty i s 
(3.4.22) l|u|2+ / ^ + U = i|u|2+ 0) + H + u. 
Where the two form u) = du is called Vorticity 
(In R^ 0) = Curl (u)) 
3,5. CONSERVATION OF ROTATION: 
Untill now we have precluded any tangential foces and 
thus any mechanism for starting or stopping rotation. Hence 
we expect rotation to be conserved and since rotation is 
related to the vorticity, we also expect"vorticity to be involve 
and this we obtain in the next paragraph. 
Let C be some closed contour in the fluid at t - o 
and let C. be the contour carried along the flov/, i.e. 
(3,5,2) C^ = (()^ (c) 
where (j). is the fluid flow. The circulation around C. is 
defined as 
(3.5.2) r> =/ r ""^  
"t ^t 
Now we have the following: 
^121 I^S 12:2:'''^^LOl-.'L^f'-^ .. '^'^ •1 * Let M be a 
manifc,'/^  —-' let T. c M b?- a smo- th clo^ '^r^-d 
loop (i.e. a compact one - manifold), Let u. solve the Euler 
equations on M for ideal isentropic compressible or homoge-
neous incompressible flow and L(t) be the image of L at 
time t when each particle moves under the flow (f), of u 
i.e. L(t) = (|)^ (L), Then the circulation is constant in time 
t, i.e. 
(3.5.3) fr / u' = 0 
In practical fluid mechanics this theorem is of very 
importance, because a lot of qualitutive information about 
specific flows can be obtained by following a closed loop in 
time and using the fact that circulation is constant. 
To b:-'ng vorticity into account suppose E is a surface 
(a '.wo 'limon: lorvO nubni?>ni r^-O-d of M ) whose boundary is a 
closed contour C, then by stokes theorem, 
(3.5.4) Yc = Z^' = Z^"' = /'^  
^ C E E 
as a particular case of Kelvin's circulation theorem we have 
the following 
fifciJaHOLTZ THEOREM 3.5.2: Under the hypothesis of the previous 
theorem, the flux of vorticity across a surface moving with 
the fluid is constant in time. 
The following theorem show how w and q = -^ comes in 
the flow. 
PROPOSITION 3,5,1: For isentropic or homogeneous incompressible 
flow we have 
(3.5.5) ll + L^w = 0 and 
1^ + L^ Ti - Ti div (u) = 0, 
called the vorticity-stream equations. And 
(3.5.6) 0^ 0)^  = w^ and 0^ \x^ = Ji^^) = r]^ 
where "H+C^ )^ = l^ (x,t) and !(({)+) is Jacobian of ^^^ 
3.6. VISCOUS FLUIDS: 
Untill now our fluid was inviscous and also in section 
(3,5) we have not considered the loss of energy due to friction, 
which happens if the fluid is viscous. In this last section of 
this chapter we discribe the equation of motions for viscous 
fluids. 
If u., i=l,2,3, are the components of velocity vector 
u along the coordinate axes, b. are the components of body 
force per unit mass, ^ is the density of the fluid at the 
point X = {x-.t^2*^3^ ^^ ^"^ instant t and i) > o is the 
viscosity coefficient then the equation of motions can be 
written as 
(3.6.1) •~dt = ' ' i - p d 7 : - * - ^ V " i + ^ 377 
N 1 1 
3 du. 
where A = E x-r- = d iv .u ca l led r a t e of d i a l . a t i o n 
i= l °^i 
2 3 ^2 
and y = E ' • w • 
i=l 6xJ 
Equation (3.6,1) are known as Navier-Stokes Equations. 
4 
Now if we consider M to be a manifold with boundary d\x, 
the corresponding form of the equations (3.6,1) on M is given 
by 
Pt 
ov. 2 
(3.6.2) --i.i)yy + (v^. V)v^ = - grad 
and 
Under the conditions that 
div V. = o 
V. = o on dM. 
These equations are derived from the assumption that the 
internal stress exerted on the fluid depends linearly on the 
deformation and is independent of the position and direction 
(cf.[32].). 
These equations usually defined for a region £h c R 
and it is expected that solution will exist for t >_ o. We 
will discuss the solutions of Navier stokes equation in the 
last chapter of this dissertation. 
We shall also see in the next chapters that by taking 
the set of all diffeomorphisms (() : M — > M (Volume preserving 
for incompressible flow) as a configuration space, one can 
understand fluid mechanics as a Hamiltonian system. And to 
solve Euler equations is equivalent to'finding a geodesic on 
the group of diffeomorphism. 
CHAPTER IV 
DIFFEOAORPHISM GROUPS 
In the present chapter we aim at accounting the applica-
tions of global analysis to hydrodynamics. We will introduce 
here group of diffeomorphisms, for which the basic idea was 
laid by J, Hells, [6]. He constructed a smooth manifold out 
of the continuous maps between two manifolds. In 1960, Smale 
and Abraham worked out the more general case of c -^mappings, 
c 
for this we refer to J. Eells [7]f H -case was done by 
H, Eliassan [8], 
In the following section we shall give the basic elements 
of manifold theory required to study the hydrodynamics. Much 
of the material for this is given in [27]. 
4.1. PRELIMINARIES; 
Through out this chapter M will stand for a fixed 
compact, oriented, n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with 
C°°-boundary. Infact M will be a space in which the fluid 
moves. For example M could be a unit ball in R . Let & 
denotes the set of all orientation preserving diffeomorphisms. 
We shall say 1)6© is volume preserving diffeomorphism if 
* 
T) dv = dv where dv is the volume element on M, It is easy 
to see that the condition TI dv = dv is equivalent to M.(A) => 
M^CIICA)) for every measureable subset A of M where |i is 
the measure Induced by the volume element dv = V"det g, . dx'A«. 
»,,A^x , (x ,,..,x ) being local coordinate system, (cf, [l])'. 
Let J8 be the subset of JQ consisting of volume preser-
ving diffeomorphisms. Equipping ^ with Sobolove topology 
it becomes an infinite dimensional manifold. 
Consider the manifold M whose points are supposed to 
represent the fluid particles at time t = o. We denote by 
Ti.(m) the curve followed by the fluid particle, which initially 
was at m €, M» Clearly for a fixed t, each T). :M--^ Mwill be 
a diffeomorphism, Infact if the fluid is incompressible then 
T\^.e ^  ,, and the function t — > r|. is a curve in ^ • We 
make J9 (taken with Sobolev Topology) into an infinite dimen-
r 
sional Riemannian manifold by defining the metric which corres-
ponds to the total Kinetic energy of the fluid, 
(4.1.1) Energy = i / ||v||^dv 
^ M 
where v is the velocity field of the fluid given by 
(4.1.2) v^(Ti^(m)) = ^ s^^ "^ l^s=t 
with respect to this metric the curve t — > r]^ will become 
a geodesic on ^ '-; ", F'^ -?]). 
Now we write down the Fuler's equations of motion. 
Supposing that the fluid is perfect. 
(4.1.3) 
div v^ = 0 
V. is tangential to dw 
where V v. is the covariant derivative corresponding to the 
Riemannian cor^ exion induced by the Riemannian metric, and its 
.th 4. . • U 
1 component is given by 
•i -i ^ v i i ^ V. 
(4.1.4) (V, V. >^  = I vj --4 + £ f v^ vj 
^t ^ j ^ dx^ j,k Jk ^ ^ 
and p. is pressure. 
We shall rewrite Euler equation by observing that if E 
is a linear space of C -divergence free vector fields on the 
manifold M which are parallel to dh and if X be any diver-
gence free vector field on M then X has a unique decompo-
sition (cf.[27]). 
(4.1.5) X = Y + grad p 
where Y is divergence free and parallel to dM. Now we define 
a map p :X,W — > E wheiB X (W) is set of all vector fields 
on M, defined by 
(4.1.6) P(X) = Y 
P is called projection onto divergence free part. 
Again we define T : E — > E by 
(4.1.7) T(v) = -P(V^V) 
But as 
-P(VyV) = -(V^v - grad p) 
or 
(4.1.8) -P(V^v) = - V^v + grad p 
And therefore Euler equations takes the form 
av 
(4.1.9) 
- ^ = T(^) 
V is given 
o ^ 
We now define some tools from Global Analysis which are 
necessary in order to define group of diffeomorphisms. 
4.2. TOOLS FRCM GLOBAL ANALYSIS: 
We give here some basic notions of Hodge theory. . Which 
are needed because of the projection operator defined above. 
In fact Hodge theory can be regarded as a generalization of the 
3 
result that every vector field Y on R can be uniquely 
decomposed into a divergence free part and gradient part, as 
follows; (cf.[27]). 
(4.2.1) Y = V x w + ^p 
HCDGE THEORY 
(A) SOBOLEV SPACES; Let XI O R" be an open and bounded set 
with C°°-boundary and let Xi. be the closure of XL , We 
denote the set of all functions from IL to R , that can be 
extended to a C^-functipn on some open set in R containing 
H by C"'(X1,R"). Let C~(JO.,R^) = f^  f ^  C~(I1 ,R«^)/ The 
support of f is contained in some compact subset ofXL|# 
We also define an n-multi index as an ordered set of 
n non-negative integers. If k = f kj^ » • •-f^ j^i^  is n multi-
index and 
(4.2.2) |k| = kj^ + kg +...+kj^ 
and if u e C°°(II,R"^), we define 
( 4 . 2 . 3 ) D^u = ^ ^ 
1 Av ^ 
and D°u = u 
m. We a l s o de f ine norm on C (JCI,R ) by 
( 4 . 2 . 4 ) l ! u | | 3 = / Z, | D ^ u ( x ) | 2 dx 
^ o l | k | j < s 
where s is a positive integer. Now H (-O-jR ) is defined 
to be the completion of C~(JQ.,R'^) under || ||g norm. 
(Similarly we say HQ(XI ,R'"),. the completion of c"(ri,R'") 
where norm is similarly defined). These spaces are called 
Sobolev spaces. 
REMARKS; (i) H^ CjCltR"") = H°(XI,R"') = L^iSL,R'^) ^H^{rL,R^) 
(ii) HQ(i:i,R"^ ) and H^CXIJR'") are filbert spaces with 
product 
<u,v> = / £ D'^(U(X))-D^(V()C)) dx 
ILO<|k|<S 
(iii) for s >^  1 HQ(I1,R"^) ^ H^iD.,R^), This is clear 
from following theorem. 
SQBOLEV THEOREM 4.2.1: Let s > (§) + k. Then H^CXIJR"^) a 
C (il,R ) and the inclusion map is continuous, when C (n. ,R ) 
k has the standard C -topology (The superimum of the derivative 
of order £ k). 
(ii) If s > § then H^ C^ i-jR"^ ) is a Ring under pointwise 
multiplications of components 
s- i 
(iii) If s > I and feH®(ll,R™) then f| ^^ ^^  H ^(il ^ R"*) 
(iv) If f € H^ (-ri.,R''"), then f has an extension 
f £ H®(R",R'^). 
(B) H^ SPACES OF SECTIONS; Let M be a compact manifold 
(may be with boundary). Also let E be a finite dimensional 
vector bundle over M. Let n : E — > M be the canonical 
projection. Then we have the following: 
PROPOSITION.4.2.1; Suppose for each x € M we have 'ft"-'-(x) ^  R°^  
Then there is a finite open cover u. of M such that u^ is 
a chart of M and TT (U.) ^ U. X R for each i» 
Such cover is called Trivializing. (cf.[l8]) • Now we 
define a section of E as a map h : M — > E such that 
71 o h = idw for example as we know a vector field is a section 
of the tangent bundle and a differential one form is a section 
of the co-tangent bundle. 
We define for s >. o , H®(E) to be the set of sections 
of E whose derivative upto the order'5'are in L2 and H (E) 
1 s 
in the similar way» For s > T, when we restrict h « H^(E) 
to 6M, then h vanishes, as well as its derivatives upto order 
1 
s - 5. 
(C) SOME OPERATIONS ON DIFFERENTIAL FORMS; Let M be a 
compact oriented Riemannian n-manifold without boundary and let 
A be the vector bundle over M whose fibre at x € M consists 
of k-linear skew symmetric maps from Tj^ (M) to R, 
For every x, 6L_ A forms an algebra with the wedge 
product. We define H®(A ) as a space of H® differential 
k-forms, 
DEFINITION 4.2.1: The Exterior derivative d is defined as an 
operator, d : H^^^CA'^) -—> H^ C/"^ -^ ) 
2 
s.t. d = 0 and 
(4.2.5) d(a A P) = da A p + (-1)'^  a A dp 
where oc is a k-form and p is some t-form. The Star Opera-
tion is an operation. 
* : H^(A^) — > H^( r ^ ) 
given by 
*(1) = + dXj|A ...AdXj^. 
or 
(4.2.6) *(dX3^A... Aclx^)=+ 1 
and 
•(dXj^A ... Aclx ) = + dx j^ A ••• Adx^ 
where + is taken if dx,/\ ... A dx^ ^ is positively oriented 
and - is taken if,negatively oriented. 
If 
The space /^  a't each x 6 M has an inner product given 
as following: i 
If a., p. are 1-forms for i = l,.,.,k then 
(4.2.7) <aj^ /\ ... Attj^ , ^-^(K,,. K^^ = det [<a^,Pj^>] 
LEMMA 4,2.1: If \L is a volume form on M then 
(4.2.8) <a,p>ii = a A * p = p A * a 
DEFINITION 4.2i2: We now define Codifferential Operator »S » 
(which corresponds to the classical divergence operator) 
8: H'^'^A^) —> H^(A"^) by 
(4.2.9) S= (>l)n(k+l)+l* d * 
There exist an inner product on H (A ) (hence on H (A ) 
also) given by 
(4.2.10) <a,p> = ^ <a^p> dn 
PROPOSITION 4,2.2: For a € H^(A'^) and p H®(A'^"*"^) 
(4.2.11) <da,p> = <a,Sp> 
i.e. 'd* and ' ' are adjoints in the inner product. 
We know that if X be a vector field on M then because 
of the Riemannian structure, X corresponds to a 1-form X 
where X(v) = <X,v> 
PROPOSITION 4.2.3: div(X) = -S(X) 
DEFINITION 4.2,3: We define Laplace de Rham operator as 
(4.2.12) ^= Sd + d8 
We can note that A : H^(A^) — > H®~^(A^) 
REMARK; If f is a real valued function on R , then 
(4.2.13) A(f) = - v^(f) 
2 
where y(f) = div(grad)f 
PROPOSITION 4.2.3: If a €. H®(A^) then i^  a = o, iff 
da = o and Sa = o 
DEFINITION 4.2.4: A form a for which Aa = o is called 
Harmonic. 
We now give Hodge theorem for dM = (|) 
THE HODGE THEOREM 4.2.2: Let w eH^(A^). Then there is 
a ^ H^"^^(A^'-^), P fe H^'^(/f"^) and y &c"{/t) such that 
a) = d a + 5 P + Y and A ( Y ) = o. Here C (A ) denotes the 
C°°-sections of A • Furthermore da, Sp, and y are mutually 
Ly orthogonal and so are uniquely determined. 
One of the important consequence of above is following 
COROLLARY 4.2.1: Let X be a H^ vector field on M, s >, o, 
s Then there is a unique divergence free H vector field and a 
gradient field'grad p'such that 
X = Y + grad p. 
Setting P(X) = Y, P is a bounded linear operator. 
(B) HODGE THEORY FOR MANIFOLDS WITH BOUNDARY: 
DEFINITION 4.2,4: If M is a manifold and dM is its 
boundary we say, a is parallel or tangent to dM if the 
normal part na = i (*a) = 0 where i : dM — > M is the 
s k inclusion map and a 6 H (A )• And we call a perpendicular 
to dM if ia = i*(a) = o. 
REMARK; Let X be a vector field on M and X corresponds 
to the one form X and also to an n-1 form ij^ p. (where i^ 
is a volume form). Then X is tangent to dM iff X is 
tangent to dM or iw|i is normal to dM. Similarly X is 
normal to dM iff X is normal to dM or iy\x is tangent 
to dp. 
Now we denote 
H^(A^) = (a €: H®(A^)1 a is tangent to dp] 
H^ (y^ )^ = Ja € H®(A^)1 a is perpendicular to dp'V 
j§^(A ) = f a € H'^CA'^)! da = O, Sa = O j 
We now state the Hodge theorem for dp, ^  (|). 
THE HODGE THEOREM 4.2.3: H®(A^) = C[(H|'^^( A*^ ""^ )) © 
S(H^-'^(A''''^))+^"(A^) 
and 
(da,p) = <a,^p> + / a A* p. 
dp 
COROLLARY 4.2.2: Let X be an H® vector field. Then 
X = Y + grad p where div(Y) = 0 and Y is H and tangent 
to dp. 
Now we are in a position to introduce Diffeomorphism 
groups. 
4.3. DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPS; 
Let M and N be n and m dimensional compact mani-
folds and N be without boundary, 
DEFINITION 4.3.1: We say f ^  H^(M,N) if for any x fe M 
and any chart (U,({)), such that x (S: U and another chart (V, y ) 
in N, s.t. f(x) ^  V, the map ^^o f o (|)""^: (|)(U) — > R"^  is in 
H^ (<t)(U), R"'). 
The above notion is independent of charts for s' > ^. 
Let f e H^(M,N). We will model H^(M,N) on a space which 
is isomorphic to T-(H (M,N)). 
Now if P is any manifold and p e P, then T (P) can 
be constructed by considering any smooth curve c in P such 
that C(o) = p ; then C'(o) ^ T (P). Using this let us consi-
der a curve C^: (-1,1) — > H®(M,N) such that C^(o) = f. 
Now if X fe M then function t — > C^(t)(x) is a curve in N, 
(i.e. Vt e. (-1,1), C^(t) €. H®(M,N) and therefore C^(t):M—>N), 
Now C^ (o)(x)= f(x), so the derivative of this curve at o will 
be (§T) "^f ("t) (><) 1 4._O which is an element of T^/^NN, SO the 
map x — > (|^ ) C^(t)(x)|^^Q maps M to T(N) and if 
j^y|jT(N) — > N is the canonical projection, then the following 
diagram commutes 
T(N) 
CV(o) 
where C^(o) = ^ C^(t)|^^^ and C^(o)(x) = ^ C^{t){x)\^^^ 
Making the identification 
(4.3.1) 4 Cf(t)[^^^)(x)= 1^ C^(t)(x)|^^^ 
This gives us that the tangent to Cr. at f. Now let 
us define 
T^H®(M,N) =|x e H^(M,TN)Aj^o X = f | 
as a model space. 
To show that the change of the charts is well defined 
oo 
and is C , we need the following: 
LEMMA 4,3,1: (left composition of maps): Let U be a bounded 
open set in R" and h : R" — > R'" be C~, Then 
0) : H®(U,R'^) — > H®(U,R'^), defined by w(f) = h o f is a C~-map. 
Now we define the group of diffeomorphisms, let 
^ (M) = I f €. H (M,M)/f is 1-1 and orientation preserving^ 
and f-^  € H®(M,M) J 
The following preposition together with the fact that H®(M,M) 
is a manifold helps us in concluding that ^ (M) is a manifold 
(we often denote ^^(M) by ^® ), 
PROPOSITION 4.3,1: If s > | + 1, then ^® (M) is open in 
H®(M,M). 
Because of differentiability condition, from now on we 
will always assume s > (^ ) + 1, We now have a theorem giving 
THEOREM 4,3,1: (i) ^  is a group under composition. 
(ii) If Ti£ ^^ , the map R : ^ ^ — > ^^ defined by 
5. — > ^ o Ti is a C", 
(iii) If Tie ^^ then L : ft® — > ^® defined by ^  — > y\ o^ 
is C°, 
(iv) ^ is a topological group (cf,[25]) 
^ is not a lie group, because left multiplication is conti-
nuous but not smooth, but it shares some important lie group 
properties. If we take s = » then >8 = ^  becomes a lie 
group, but then it is not a Banach manifold. 
As we know, if G is a lie group and e e G is the 
unit element, then the lie algebra of G can be identified 
with T G, therefore T^ ^ ® (M) = 3e®(M) = H^(TM) = H® vector 
fields on M, serve as the lie algebra for ^ • 
Let Xe T 0®. Then X e H®(TM) = X^ and therefore has 
a flow F.^F.(m) is the integral curve of X starting at m) • 
This is one parameter group since ^s+t ~ '^s *^  ^ t* ^ ^ since 
M is compact, F. is defined on all t e R, in fact 
(4.3.2) F^ = exp X 
Where exp is the (right) exponential map on ^ ®, (4,3.2) is 
clear from the fact that 
(4.3.3) ^ F^(m) = X(F^(m)) 
THEOREM 4.3.2: If X is in X^(M) = T^C^^) and its flow is 
F^, and s > (^ ) + 1, then F^ is a C""- curve on ^®(M). 
Now we state the following two important results. 
LEMMA 4.3.2: Let X be an H vector field, s > § + 2 and 
s ' z 
F^ be the flow of X. Then F^ € ^^'-^ for short |t| < S-
and t — > F^ is a C» curve in Q^. 
LEMMA 4,3.3: Under the hypothesis of above lemma, F. :M — > M 
is an H^ map for small t (F^£ fy^ for lt| < £ ) and 
t — > F^ is a C-"- map from R to ^ ^. 
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary 
and n be the volume form given by the metric on M. We define 
Volume preserving diffeomorphisms as 
l l l l « ' l l » • i M P I • I I I PIWIP • I I IWI I I I .M I I l » • • • • l l l l f l I I I M I • ! • I M I ^ I • llllllllll • 
^l =[ f ^^Vf (ti) = li] 
Then ^ is a smooth submanifold of ^ , which is given by 
the following.(cf. [25]), 
THEOREM 4.3.3: Let s > (§) + 1 then S ® is a closed c"* 
submanifold of ^^. 
It is known that a vector field generates volume preser-
ving forms iff it is divergent free (cf.[ll)and we denote 
T^S^(M) =1^X4 B^(M)/SX = oj 
In the next and last chapter we will discuss existance 
of solutions of Euler and Navier-Stokes equation. We will 
see there that the problems of finding the solution of Euler 
equations is same as to determine whether ^ (n) is geodisi-
cally complete or not. 
CHAPTER V 
EULER'S AND NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
In this last chaoter we will use the notion of diffeomor-
phism group in order to get some technical advantage for finding 
the solutions of Euler Equations. The idea of finding geodesic 
on ^ in order to solve Euler Equations was given by Arnold 
[ 3 ]. His approach was group theoretical. The method we 
adopt here is differential geometric which is due to Marsden 
[25], [26], [27]. 
In the following section we define the metric on « • 
5.1. METRIC ON ^ ® ( M ) : 
We know that the tangent space to ^ (M) at a point 
r) €. ^  (M) is given by 
T„£\^(M) = f x € H^(M,TM)/X covers TI, g(XoTi"^) = 0 and ': 
M H' J 
^ X is parallel to dM, , 
where X covers r) means HwO X = "n. 
In case of^^(M)we drop the condition S (^OT)~ ) = 0, which 
means T ^ n^ '^ ^ ^^  ^^^ ^^ "^  consisting of H -sections parallel 
to dM which cover TI. 
Now let M be a compact Riemannian manifold and for 
m € M, let < , > be the inner product on Tfp(M). The metric 
on ^ (M) is defined as follows: 
Let T) e ^^(M) and X,Y € T B n^^), then X^ and Y^ are 
in T^^^^M . We define 
(5.1.1) <X,Y>^=/<X^,Y^>^(^) d,. 
For physical reasons this is the appropriate metric for 
hydrodynamics as for X € T ^ u^ '^^ » 2 "^^ '^ n^ represents the 
total Kinetic energy of a fluid in state x] and velocity field 
V = X o T}"" « Therefore finding the geodesic is same as finding 
a flow satisfying the least energy condition, 
5,2. THE SPRAY ON ^n^^'^^ 
Now we define the notion of Spray which is equivalent of 
christoffel symbols in infinite dimensions. 
We know that the tangent bundle of a manifold is also a 
a manifold, or more specifically, let Q be a n-dimensional 
smooth manifold and let (U,(|)) be a chart at m e. M and 
V = ^'-^(V) i V c IR" and x^ = ({)"•'•(«) 
Now $ : U X R" — > TQ defined by | = ((t),D(})(x)) is a 
chart on TQ because D({)(x) : R"^  — > T Q is an isomorphism. 
Collection of all such maps forms an atlas and hence this deter-
mines the C -manifold structure on TQ, We define T Q = T(TQ) 
to be the tangent bundle of the manifold TQ, 
Actually the spray associated to a metric on Q is a 
vector field 
s.t, the integral curves of Z are the curves in TQ, 
that are tangent curves to the geodesic (cf, [27]), The 
following theorem gives the spray for the metric on ^ (M), 
THEOREM (5.2.1): Let Z be the spray of the metric on M, 
Then the spray of < , > on B (M) is given by 
Z : T ^ ^ — > T^^^ 
i.e. X — > Z o X. 
From the above theorem, we get 
COROLLA RY (5,2.1): Z is a C°°-vector field on T J9® 
2 
We consider a simple example, let T be a flat 2-torus 
2 2 2 
Then T(T ) -^ T x R is a flat 4-dimensional manifold and 
T(T(T^)) ^  (T^ X R^) X (R^x R^) 
In this case the spray for the flat metric is given by 
Z : T(T^) — > T(T(T^)) 
(X,v) — > ((x,v), (v,o)) 
The x in the first coordinate is just the base point 
of the tangent vector in T(T ). The v in the third coor-
dinate reflects that geodesic equations are 'second order' 
(cf.[l8]) and o in the last coordinate reflects that the 
metric is flat hence each j~.j^  = o. 
In general, in coordinates x = (x ,...,x ) on a 
manifold M, we have 
Z(x,v) = ((x,v), (v, - Tjj, v^v^)). 
Now suppose S is a submanifold of a Riemannian mani-
fold Q such that we have an orthogonal projection of T (Q) 
onto T (S) V p 6 S, This gives us a bundle map P:TQ/s — > TS, 
where TQ/s = ? v € T Q/p £ S | « Similer is the case for 
^ (M) as a submanifold of ^ (M) where the projection is 
given by Hodge Theorem, i.e. we project onto the divergence 
free part of X for X £ T^ ^ ^(M), Now following lemma tells 
us how to put spray on the submanifold. 
LEMMA 5,2.1 : If Z is the spray on Q then TP o Z is 
the spray on S, 
We now define P^: T^ fi^(M) — > T_S,^(M) such that P^ 
takes a vector field onto its divergence free part. We also 
define for Xfe T ^ ® ( M ) and X] € ^f(U), 
(5.2.1) P^(X) « (Pg(X p r)'^) o T). 
This makes P right invariant as the metric on S,,(M) 
is right invariant. 
Putting all this together we can write spray S on D ( M ) . 
\x 
If X €• T ^  (M) then using the above lemma, we have 
S(X) = TP(Z(X)) = TP(Z o X) 
oo 
We always assume P to be a C -map whenever we write TP, 
Now we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2.2 : If P is a C -bundle map i.e. 
P : T a®(^A)/B^(M) — > T^f(M) is C~, then the spray 
S on S^(M), S(X) = TP(2 o X) is also a C°°-vector field on 
T;9^(M) (cf. [25]). 
If the manifold is without boundary then we do not have 
spray on >B^(M) but we do have it on ^ ( M ) , 
5.3. EULER'S EQUATIONS ONf^f(M) 
Here we will show that geodesies onB,,(^)» satisfy the 
Euler's Equations. Let n : TM — > M be a projection and 
Tui T^M — > TM. 
An element w € T^(M) is called Vertical if T^w = o. 
Let v.w € T (M). We define the Vertical lift of w with 
T m 
respect to v to be the 
(5.3.1) (w)^ = it (^  + ^^Mt=o 
Which is an element of T^(M) = T^(TM) that is w^ = (m,v,o,w) 
To prove that geodesic in ^ (M) yield the solution of 
Euler*s equations, we will show that if a curve X. ^  TB,,(M) 
satisfies the spray equation. 
dX. 
(5.3.2) -HT = S^^t^ '* ^t^ T^^(M), 
then X. give rise to the Euler's equations, 
LEMMA 5.3.1 : Z(X) = Z o X = T X o X - (V^X)^ for 
X € TgB^(M). 
LEMfvlA 5 . 3 . 2 : Let a and X be in T ft^(M) then 
T P [ ( a ) ^ ] = ( P ( 0 ) ) x 
LEA-1.MA 5.3.3 : Let TI € Bj(M) and X6 T^^ (M) then 
TP(T(X o rfh o X) = [T(Pg(X o rfh)] o X 
Using lemma (5.3.1), (5.3,2) and (5.3,3), we obtain, 
PROPOSITION 5.3.1 : The spray on T^^(M) is given by 
S(X) = T(Xoir)~^ ) o X - (PgVxo^-i XovT^)^ o v, 
where X € T^B^(M), 
The above proposition gives us an explicit formula for 
the spray. The Euler's equations discribe the time evolution 
of velocity vector field on M, These equations are written 
in Euler coordinates and involve elements of T^w (M), On 
the other hand spray is a map on all of T ^  (M), The integral 
curves of spray are the velocities written in Lagrangian 
coordinates. So if X. fe T / ^ N ^ ^ ( M ) is an integral curve 
of the spray, we will show that X.o T) (i.e. the pullback 
of X. ) 6. T /^®(M) is a solution of Euler^s Equations, 
The vector field v. = X. o ry^ is justified as follows. 
If T}^  is a flow of V. then 
(5,3,3) |- n^dn) = v^ CTit(m)) 
As we are dealing with geodesices, therefore. 
'^^ t -1 
- ^ = X^ , Hence v^ = X^ o n^ 
To compute -yT* we need the following 
LEMMA '5.3,4: With the hypothesis of the above, we have 
^^t d ,^ -1, ^^t -1 TV T -1 V n -1 
dt" = dt ^^ t^  ^ t ^ = -dT ^ ^ t - T^ t ° ^ ^t ° ^ t ° ^ t 
Putting all this together, we get 
(5.3.4) -3I = S(X^ .) o -n^ -" - T(X^o Ti/) o X^ o Ti^  
By using Proposition (5.3.1) the right hand side of equation 
t 
5,3.4 becomes equal to -(P-, V, v.) , and as we have 
e Vfc X V 
P ( V V.) = ^Vx ^t - V P . , where P is a smooth function.We 
e^  v^ t t t* 
identify P ( V ^t^v ^^ "^ ^ ^e^ ^ v ^t^ (since -rr stands for 
its vertical lift). 
Therefore we get the Euler equations in the following. 
form 
dv 
- ^ = - "^ v^ t^ + Vp^ 
or 
dv 
dt + ^v^^t = Vp^ 
Thus following is established. 
THEOREM 5,3.1: If X, is an integral curve of the spray on 
^ ^ ( M ) its pull back v^ = X^o T)"^ does satisfy the Euler 
equations. In other words "n. is geodesic if and only if velo-
city field satisfies Euler equations (cf. [27]). 
, If M is one dimensional manifold then-the problem is 
trivial because the divergence free vector fields will then be 
constante. If dimension of M is two, then problem is non-tri-
vial and has been solved. In 1933 Wolibner [36] proved that the 
Euler equations have global solutions and hence ^ (M) is geo-
desically complete when dimension of M is two. In 1967, Kato 
[l4] found much shorter and elegent proof of this fact. 
Recalling from solution theorems in ordinary differential 
equations, that the length of time such that solutions can be 
extended varies inversely with the norm of the derivative, and 
if the derivative of the vector field is bounded globally then 
the solutions are global i,e, exist for all time (cf. [16]), 
The same argument works also for the Euler equations as the 
geodesic equations are ordinary differential equations on 
^ ^ ( M ) . And because of the special properties of two dimensional 
manifolds we can find bounds on the C -norm of the vector field 
and thereby prove that the solution will go for all time in this 
case. 
For dim (M) >. 3 the problem is still open. We give now 
some examples which are helpful to understand some of the 
difficulties and the reason why the three dimensional case is 
different from the two dimensional case. 
EXAMPLES; 
1. The torando: A 'torando' is a retational (Spiral) flow 
whose radius is decreasing and whose height is increasing 
By conservation of angular momentum (or Kelvin*s Circulation 
Theorem) the decrease in radius leads to an increase in 
angular velocity. The height increasing causing a diameter 
decrease occurs because of incompressibility. F/g co 
F.gC) 
A possible singularity in this flow would arise if the 
radius went to zero, and so the velocity to infinity, in a 
finite time. 
2.rhe air plane wing: If an airplane is flying at a constant 
velocity and let the flow across the wing is a steady flow 
(i.e. time independent). One can find experimentally that the 
flow goes over the wing, but around the edge. This is called 
»edge effect' (fig. (ii)). 
If we look on a sheet behind the airplane wing (possibly 
with smooth and round edges) we find an apparent discontinuity 
in the flow between that below and above the sheet. If we set 
up the initial conditions corresponding to the wind blowing 
towards the wing such a discontinuity surface might develop even 
if every thing is initially C , This is a three dimensional 
effect, 
5,4, VISCOUS CASE; (Navier Stokes Equations): In this last 
section we will briefly consider the viscous case. As we know 
that viscosity is internal friction of the fluid and the ffic-
tion at the boundary. If we stir some fluid it is its viscosity 
which slows it down, 
Ae discussed in Section 3.5 viscous flows can be discribed 
by Navier-Stokes equations which are follows: 
dv. 2 
- ^ _ D^v^+ (v^-V)v^ = -grad p^ 
div V. = o 
v. = 0 on dii 
One can note that here boundary conditions are different 
from those of Euler's flow. Here we specified that fluid is 
not moving at the boundary. 
It is known that Navier-Stokes equations have short time 
solutions but it is not known whether these solutions can be 
extended for all time over 3-dimensional manifolds. Following 
are three basic results on the Navier-Stokes equations in three 
dimensions, 
(1) There are weak (as in the sense of distribution) solutions 
which go for all time t >_ o. This fact was established by 
E. Hoff [13] in 1950. 
These solutions are not unique, (cf, [l7]), 
(2) If ilvjl 2 II 4ilt=o IIL -^  ^ ^^  (^'^^^^ ^ ^^  ^  
constant depending on the region -O. ) then these initial condi-
tions yield smooth solutions for all t >. o. 
This theorem is due to Ladyzhenshaya [15], It says that 
if the fluid is not moving very fast initially then flow will 
not have singularity, 
(3) For fixed initial data the time of existence is greater 
than or equal to cv ( where c is constant depending on •'O. ) 
This is also due to Ladyzhenshaya [l6]. This seem to imply that 
as V — > o the equation do not have solutions. But at least 
for manifolds without boundary. When v = o the equations 
reduce to the Euler Equations, which do have the solutions. 
Ler^y [21] found that for viscous three dimensional flows 
3+c having L bound on the velocity is sufficient to guarantee 
all time smooth solutions, where t > o« Infact he established 
the following: 
THEOREM 5,4.1: For three dimensions and )^ > o, if v^ is 
a smooth solution of the Navier-Stokes equations on [o,T) and 
if 1 |v^| 1 2+t 1 ^ < °° for all t e [o,T), then v^ can be 
extended beyond T to a smooth solution of the Navier-Stokes 
Equations. 
If it is possible to lower 3+£ to 2. Then the problem 
2 
can be solved, because L norm is globally bounded. However 
3+6 
the assumption that L norm is bounded is not a much strong 
condition as it does not envolve any derivatives. 
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